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MOSCOW: Swept along by the excitement as the Berlin
Wall was torn down, former top Soviet officials now say,
25 years on, they feel stabbed in the back by the West.
Igor Maximychev watched with trepidation from the
Soviet embassy in Berlin as East Germans streamed
towards the Wall the night it came down. “I heard their
footsteps and above all I feared that I would hear shoot-
ing,” the former advisor to the Soviet ambassador, now
82, told AFP. “But there weren’t any shots. And then there
wasn’t a border anymore either,” he said, recalling events
on Nov 9, 1989.

Anatoly Chernyaev was a foreign policy advisor to the
last Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev during the heady
years of “perestroika” and “glasnost” introduced by
Gorbachev after coming to power in 1985. After decades
of bitter enmity during the Cold War, East-West relations
gradually turned around under these policies of reform
and transparency. When Gorbachev refused to intervene

militarily as the Communist bloc crumbled across Eastern
Europe, ties “above all with the American leadership” rap-
idly became “personal even friendly,” said Chernyaev,
now 95. “With the fall of the Berlin Wall it became clear
that this process had became irreversible,” he told AFP. “It
was a period of general euphoria.”

Western Promises 
The Wall’s collapse ushered in the end of communist

East Germany and the country’s reunification the follow-
ing October. But the other events that followed - the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the expansion of
NATO to the east - now cast a long shadow over the
memory of those momentous times.  “The reunification
of Germany was a logical step but it was done on the
condition that the USSR would participate in the new
European order and NATO would not move closer to our
border,” said the former diplomat Maximychev.

“Gorbachev set those conditions himself and the
Western leaders assured him that was the case,” he
recalls. “Unfortunately he never signed any concrete
deals about this.”

Western leaders from the period have consistently
rejected claims that they ever struck a deal with the
Kremlin, and say no deal was ever broken. Now looking
back, for Maximychev it was “a period of grand illusions”
when leaders in Moscow “took the West at its word”.  In
the intervening years, the US-led NATO alliance has
incorporated 12 countries from the former Soviet bloc.

More painful though is the current crisis over Ukraine.
Accusations that Moscow is meddling in its ex-Soviet
neighbour have sent East-West ties to their lowest since
the Cold War. A newly emboldened Russia under
President Vladimir Putin, in part, says it is correcting the
errors of the past and the alleged broken promises made
by West when Communism fell.  —AFP

Gorbachev allies still feel betrayed by West

ALGIERS: Sixty years on, the war of independence from France
remains a defining moment for Algeria and its elite, like 79-year-old
Zohra Drif, a senator who once set off a bomb that left three people
dead. On the night of Nov 1, 1954, known as “Toussaint Rouge” (Red
All Saints Day) because it coincided with the Catholic festival, some 30
explosions rocked government targets in the colony which had been
under French occupation for 132 years, leaving seven people dead.
“When my brother arrived with the newspapers, he was shouting
‘Tartgou-ha!  Tartgou-ha!’ (It’s started!),” Drif, now deputy speaker of
the Algerian upper house, told AFP. “We understood straight away. It
was the start of the revolution,” she said.

At the time, Drif was a law student living with her younger brother
and parents in Vialar, 280 km southwest of Algiers. “Not only were we
not surprised, but right away we said it was the start of the revolu-
tion,” the senator recalled, seated in her office facing the port of
Algiers. The teenager’s only thought was to join the revolutionaries,
but “it took us a year and a half to be accepted into the National
Liberation Front (FLN)” fighting the colonial power, she said. She
underwent secret training with instructors whose names were never
used and was then tasked with helping families of FLN fighters who
had gone underground or been killed in action. Drif was eager to join
the fighters and argued that with her European looks she aroused less
suspicion in target areas where French settlers lived.

‘Starting point’ of Modern Algeria 
On Sept 30, 1956, she planted a bomb in Milk Bar, a fashionable

venue on the capital’s Isly Street, in an attack that left three dead

and a dozen others wounded. “I was wanted and had to go into
hiding. The French infiltrated our group and that’s how they man-
aged to arrest me” 12 months later, she said. Tried and sentenced
to 20 years of hard labour, Drif was first detained in Algiers, then
transferred to prisons in France until the North African state’s inde-
pendence in 1962, when she was feted on her return.

The conflict cost the lives of 1.5 million “martyrs”, according to
Algerian authorities. French historians refer to 500,000 dead. The
war of independence still forms the core of the legitimacy of
those in power in present-day Algeria, even if its influence is start-
ing to wane. The FLN accounts for the country’s top leaders,
including ailing President Abdelaziz Bouteflika, in power since
1999. Now aged 77, Bouteflika is a war veteran who became
Algeria’s youngest minister at the age of 25. Under the constitu-
tion, presidential candidates born before Nov 1934, and therefore
aged at least 20 when war broke out, must show they took part in
the revolt. If they were born at a later date, they must prove their
parents did not serve with Algerian auxiliaries who collaborated
with the French. “In the history of independent Algeria, the start-
ing point and the ultimate point of reference is the struggle for
independence,” academic Karim Amellal said.

Until 1989, the FLN was the country’s sole legal party, along
the lines of the former Soviet system. Today it holds the most
seats in parliament. But experts say the war’s influence won’t
last forever. “The more time that passes since the war of libera-
tion, the more this (revolutionary) legitimacy is fading,”
Amellal said. — AFP 

Orban scraps 
Internet tax 
after demos

BUDAPEST: Hungary’s prime minister yesterday scrapped plans to
introduce an Internet tax that had sparked major demonstrations
and further concerns about civil liberties in the central European
EU member state. Proposed changes to the tax code that would
have imposed a new levy on online data transfers “cannot be intro-
duced in its current form,” the right-wing Viktor Orban, 51, said in a
morning radio interview. He said that the legislation, which was to
have been voted on in parliament Nov 17, would be amended and
that a “national consultation” on the Internet and taxes would be
organised in January. “Nothing can be introduced in these circum-
stances,” he said. 

The proposed Internet tax was seen by Orban critics as the lat-
est step to silence dissent, particularly since Hungarians have to go
mostly online to find news that doesn’t toe the government line.
On Sunday more than 20,000 people took part in a demonstration
against the measure in Budapest, and two days later more than
50,000 took to the streets.  There were also protests in other towns
and cities. The European Union has also criticised the proposed
legislation, with a spokesman for EU digital commissioner Neelie
Kroes calling it a “particularly bad idea” and “part of that pattern of
actions which have limited freedoms” in Hungary.

On Friday Kroes said in a statement she was “very pleased” that
it had been withdrawn. “I’m proud the European Commission
played a positive role in defending European values and a digital
Europe,” she said. Since Orban swept to power in 2010 - he was re-
elected this April, again with a two-thirds parliamentary majority -
he has been accused of eroding democratic norms in the former
Communist central European country. Opponents at home and
abroad say Orban has weakened the judiciary, muzzled the media
and tweaked the electoral system in his favour. In recent months
foreign-funded non-government organisations have been raided
for alleged financial irregularities. US President Barack Obama in
September singled out Hungary, together with military-ruled
Egypt, as places where “endless regulations and overt intimidation
increasingly target civil society”.

Weak Opposition 
With Hungary’s main political opposition divided and weak,

analysts say that the protests show that within society, Orban has
less support than his crushing victories in parliamentary, European
and local elections this year would suggest. Friday’s backtracking
was unusual for Orban, experts say, as he has only done so on
minor issues in the past and mostly to mollify critics abroad such as
in Brussels or the European Central Bank. “The retreat means
Orban’s Fidesz (party) realised that they can face bigger losses if
they continue to walk down the path of introducing the tax,”
Kornelia Magyar of the Hungarian Progressive Institute told AFP. 

But she expects more battles. “The fact that Orban called for
national consultations seems to suggest that this is not a definitive
retreat,” she added. Protest organisers said meanwhile on
Facebook on Friday that they planned to hold a “celebratory”
demonstration in the evening. “Let’s make it clear, it was the
Hungarian people’s victory over inept governance. Let’s show in
masses that we have won, that Orban should not play tricks and
restricting information freedom should not even cross his mind,”
they said. “We have won, and winning should be celebrated”. —

Bloody independence war 
defines modern Algeria
Revolutionaries remember 60 years on

ALGIERS: A general view taken on Oct 29, 2014 shows the Grande Poste d’Alger in the Algerian capital. — AFP 


